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Decreasing ultrafast x-ray pulse durations with saturable absorption and resonant transitions
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Saturable absorption is a nonlinear effect where a material’s ability to absorb light is frustrated due to a
high influx of photons and the creation of electron vacancies. Experimentally induced saturable absorption in
copper revealed a reduction in the temporal duration of transmitted x-ray laser pulses, but a detailed account
of changes in opacity and emergence of resonances is still missing. In this computational work, we employ
nonlocal thermodynamic equilibrium plasma simulations to study the interaction of femtosecond x rays and
copper. Following the onset of frustrated absorption, we find that a K–M resonant transition occurring at highly
charged states turns copper opaque again. The changes in absorption generate a transient transparent window
responsible for the shortened transmission signal. We also propose using fluorescence induced by the incident
beam as an alternative source to achieve shorter x-ray pulses. Intense femtosecond x rays are valuable to probe
the structure and dynamics of biological samples or to reach extreme states of matter. Shortened pulses could be
relevant for emerging imaging techniques.
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I. INTRODUCTION

X-ray free-electron lasers (XFELs) can generate pulses
with unprecedented characteristics suitable to study the struc-
ture and dynamics of biological samples [1], ultrafast phase
transitions [2], or exotic states of matter [3]. A current goal
is to produce high-intensity (1017–1019 W/cm2) extremely
short pulses of tens of femtosecond that can image matter at
ångström resolution before the onset of radiation damage or
atomic motion [4,5]. Recent suggestions for a new technique,
incoherent diffractive imaging [6], require the development
of x-ray pulses shorter than the coherence time of fluores-
cence emission [7]. The intense pulses from XFELs can alter
the structure and optical properties of materials, resulting in
nonlinear effects. Taking advantage of this material response,
Inoue et al. [8] experimentally demonstrated temporal short-
ening of x rays by inducing saturable absorption in a solid
copper target, thus uncovering a potential approach to satisfy
the pulse constraints for incoherent imaging.

Saturable absorption, which describes fluence-induced
transparency, has been investigated in the soft and hard x-ray
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regimes on transition metals such as aluminum [9,10] and
iron [11]. The initially opaque target attenuates the incoming
radiation until depletion of electrons in the K shell weakens
the interactions of photons with core electrons, and the sample
achieves a transparent state if the photoionization rate is com-
parable to the Auger-Meitner and fluorescence decay rates
[12]. The electronic vacancies that emerge kickstart a series
of intermediate steps that cause broadening and shifting of
the K edge to higher energies, also contributing to changes
in opacity. Inoue et al. [8] measured the transmission of x
rays through copper and found a detectable temporal decrease
compared to the incident beam at a few selected fluences.
The study opened interesting questions about the dynamic
processes inside the material and how the level of ionization
and electronic rearrangement governs the transmission.

In this paper, we computationally investigate why XFEL
beams transmitted through copper have shorter temporal dura-
tions. We also explore Cu fluorescence, induced by absorption
of the incident beam, as an alternative source of x rays that
might exhibit reduced temporal characteristics. We chose a
copper target to contrast and validate our calculations with
the results of the experiment performed by Inoue et al. [8].
Copper has comparable fluorescence and Auger-Meitner elec-
tron yields with its Kα emission found above iron’s, cobalt’s,
and nickel’s K edge. Transmission or fluorescence originating
from the copper target can generate core vacancies on these
lower Z elements, found in crystals or biomolecules, whose
fluorescence could be applied for structure determination [6].

High-intensity x rays with wavelengths just above cop-
per’s K-edge experience significant absorption in the material
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FIG. 1. Schematic representation of a 1D simulation that fol-
lows the effects of an incident Gaussian pulse I0(t ) in the material
and monitors transmission IT(t ) and fluorescence IF(t ) intensities.
Electron and ion temperatures, radiation landscape, and electronic
state are sampled at nine different nodes. The transmission and flu-
orescence spectra were taken from the back node along the forward
direction over a 2π solid angle.

(absorption coefficient 103 cm−1). Large quantities of energy
are deposited mainly from 1s electron ionization leading to
further damage to the electronic structure, and the sample
becomes a plasma within femtoseconds after exposure [13].
Photon-matter collisions create a cascade of secondary pro-
cesses and a dynamic radiation energy landscape that results
in notable temperature differences between ions and electrons
and between the front (facing the beam) and back of the sam-
ple [14]. Thermalization and cooling through expansion occur
on much longer timescales (1–10 ps), so the material exists
in a transient warm-dense-matter state that can be studied by
nonlocal thermodynamic equilibrium (NLTE) theory [15–19].

We carried out NLTE simulations with a collisional-
radiative model to study a 10-μm-thick copper sample that
is illuminated by x rays. We chose a range of fluences
(5×103–7×105 J/cm2) that are relevant in experimental set-
tings of present-day XFELs. The incident beam’s time profile
I0(t ) was defined as a Gaussian function with 7 fs full width
at half maximum (FWHM), centered at 30 fs, with a 9 keV
photon energy, and �E/E = 1×10−3 bandwidth [20]. Using
a screened hydrogenic model, the material was described by
a set of energy levels and transition rates for radiative, colli-
sional, autoionization, and electron capture events. Based on
the setup shown in Fig. 1, we computed the transmission time
profile IT(t ), fluorescence time profile IF(t ), absorption, and
occupations resulting from the photoinduced electronic fluc-
tuations. In an experiment, we expect a delay in the radiation
path along the thickness of the material that follows the speed
of light (∼30 fs for 10 μm). In the simulations, radiation is
applied instantaneously at each simulation time step with a
magnitude that reflects the material’s current optical proper-
ties along the radiation path.

II. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. X-ray transmission and fluorescence

We initially calculated the duration (FWHM) of the inten-
sity profiles IT(t ) and IF(t ) as a function of incident fluence.
The intensity at any node (sampling planes) consists of radi-
ation from two origins: transmission of the x-ray beam and
emission from the material. These two contributions angle-
averaged along the forward direction made up the detected

FIG. 2. Calculated intensity at the (a) front and (b) back of the
copper slab irradiated with a 3.5×105 J/cm2 pulse. We did not
consider a specific detector distance and neglected intensity decays
following the inverse square law. Kα1 = 8012 eV, Kα2 = 7992 eV,
and Kβ1 = 8868 eV. (c) Incident, transmitted (9000 eV), and fluo-
rescent (8006 eV) pulse durations with increasing fluence. Error bars
represent a 95% confidence bound of the best fit’s width.

intensity spectra that, for a single fluence, are shown in Fig. 2.
Panels (a) and (b) correspond to the front and back nodes of
the sample, respectively. We used this spectra with varying
incident fluences to evaluate the FWHM of the intensity pro-
files. We defined the fluorescence as the signal that yielded the
shortest FWHM and highest peak intensity over the photon
energy range between 7 and 9 keV. We divided the spectra in
bins of 9 eV [identical to the I0(t ) bandwidth], computed the
aspect ratio as peak intensity divided by duration, and found
8006 eV to be the strongest. See the Supplemental Material
[21] for details.

We employed a single Gaussian best fit to determine the
FWHM and summarized the results in Fig. 2(c). We com-
pared the simulated transmission durations with experimental
results shown in Fig. 3(b) from Inoue et al. [8]. Our sim-
ulations captured a minimum FWHM of 4–5 fs at fluences
between 2.5 and 3.5×105 J/cm2, in close agreement with
experiments. We observed some discrepancies at low fluences,
where experiments showed pulse times longer or similar to the
incident beam. Our simulations in contrast returned shorter
pulse times than the incident beam. At fluences greater than
3.5×105 J/cm2, the transmission durations increased and, at
even higher fluences between 6 and 7×105 J/cm2, the simula-
tions predicted longer durations than the incident x rays. The
transmission in these cases featured a double peak that was not
well captured by a single Gaussian best fit, resulting in large
uncertainty in the FWHM. In the low fluence limit, the final
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FIG. 3. (a) Average ion charge at the end of the pulse and
(b) maximum K-shell population created in the material. The inci-
dent photon energy is not large enough to create a second core hole
state. We attribute the nonzero 1s0 state population to electron-ion
collisional ionization. If the rate of this process is faster than the re-
laxation time of photoionization, a single core hole state can become
doubly ionized.

average charge in the copper atoms was below +8, and the
generation of core holes was less than 10%, as shown in Fig. 3.
The screened hydrogenic model reliably describes a system
with significant ionization but loses accuracy for closed-shell
and neutral atoms [22]. These artifacts can be corrected by
scaling energies to match more detailed calculations [22], but
we expect a less accurate system representation in the low
ionization regime. The simulations also revealed marginally
shorter fluorescence profile FWHM at fluences below
2.0 × 105 J/cm2.

B. Temporal suppression mechanism

To understand the calculated IT(t ) and IF(t ) intensity pro-
file durations with a 9 keV incident beam, we explored the
dynamics of the transmission and fluorescence relative to the
initial pulse. Figure 4(a) shows normalized profiles for a single
fluence of 3.5×105 J/cm2. We found transmission peaked and
died out earlier than the incident signal, while the fluorescence
persisted over the entire duration of the incident signal. Fig-
ures 4(b) and 4(c) generalize these results, displaying IT(t )
and IF(t ) for varying fluences. For transmission, transparency
and termination tended to happen at earlier times as fluence
increased. Fluorescence FWHM increased with increasing
fluence and peak times shifted earlier in time at fluences below
3.5×105 J/cm2 and shifted to later times at higher fluences.
Peak times for all three profiles are summarized in Fig. 4(d).

a. Transmission profile. We found saturable absorption
offered an incomplete description of transmission profiles.
When absorption saturates, the transmitted x rays should
match the incident pulse. Instead, our calculations revealed
transmission terminated well before the incident beam. Fig-
ures 5(a)–5(c) display the absorption coefficient of the
material near copper’s K edge as a function of time for
fluences of 1.5, 3.5, and 7×105 J/cm2, respectively. In all
cases, we observed shifts in the edge plus an opaque feature
at photon energies below the edge corresponding to a K–M
transition. We found the most dominant contribution to this
feature at 9 keV came from a 1s–3p transition, where the
Cu atoms reached ionization levels between +9 and +17.
Increased x-ray absorption with fluence, or so called reverse
saturable absorption, due to resonances in the material in the

FIG. 4. (a) Radiation dynamics for a 3.5×105 J/cm2 incident
beam revealed transmission occurred early in the radiation expo-
sure and extinguished before the peak of the incident pulse at 30
fs. (b) Transmission profiles shifted earlier in time with increasing
fluence and (c) emission at 8006 eV became wider with increasing
fluence. (d) Summary of peak intensity times. The small variations
in the order of subfemtoseconds are due to a combination of the
dynamic time step and finite temporal resolution of the simulations.

hard x-ray regime have been reported in the literature [23].
We found at low fluences the shortening of the transmission
profile duration was uniquely a consequence of frustrated
absorption. The initial section of the beam was absorbed until
the K edge moved to larger energies. For sufficiently high
fluences, the opaque transition shifted into the photon energy
range of the incoming x rays, effectively forming a transient
transparent window in the material. The outcome was an even
shorter transmission. At more extreme fluences, the resonant
transition shifted into the photon energy range of the incoming
x rays but was promptly suppressed by the sheer number of
incident photons resulting in a double peak profile with a large
FWHM.

We believe the reason for the resonant K–M state’s pro-
liferation and motion along the path of the beam is similar
to that of photon energy shifts in emission spectra for high-
temperature plasma discussed in literature [12,24,25]. The
main mechanism for absorption is K-shell ionization resulting
in a single core hole. In copper, fluorescence accounts for
44.5% of the total recombination, while the remaining holes
are filled mainly via KLL Auger-Meitner decay [26]. Electron
impact is another source of ionization. Hot electrons ejected
by collision with the x-ray beam or through Auger-Meitner
decay generate further vacancies in the material, triggering an
ionization cascade. Primary and secondary ejected electrons
equilibrate through collisions with the cold electron reservoir
(conduction band). Cold electrons also gain kinetic energy
and begin to ionize outer valance states in the material. As
more bound electrons exit the atoms, screening of higher
levels is reduced and deep states move closer to the nucleus.
For high enough charged states the 1s–3p transition (most
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FIG. 5. (a)–(c) Opacity averaged over all zones showing dis-
placement of the K-edge and resonant K–M transition for three
incident fluences. The vertical dashed line indicates the XFEL pulse
photon energy. Horizontal lines in (b) are cuts through the absorption
shown in the three panels to the right. (d)–(f) Opacities at 3.5×105

J/cm2 averaged over all zones at three instances during the simula-
tion. The 10 fs snapshot shows opacities for a cold sample, the 27 fs
shows a dip in the opacity at 9 keV, and the 33 fs snapshot shows an
increased opacity at 9 keV.

dominant around 9 keV) increases and shifts into the range of
the incident beam. Photoelectrons are no longer ejected to the
continuum and are instead resonantly pumped to the M shell
[12]. The final transmitted profile duration is determined by
the time delay between the K-edge and K–M photon energy
changes along the thickness of the sample.

b. Fluorescence profile. For a given fluence we fitted a lin-
ear combination of the normalized fluorescence profile given
by the simulations using ÎF(t ) = a1 Î0(t ) + a2 ÎT(t ), where a1

and a2 are coefficients that changed based on the incident
fluence. We found ÎF(t ) at low fluence was mainly described
by the transmission profile and at high fluence by the inci-
dent profile. More information is found in the Supplemental
Material [21]. These changes in the coefficients suggested ab-
sorption caused by the K–M resonance extended the temporal
duration of the resulting Kα emission. We expect fluorescence
to follow the incident profile for a linear material response.
In a nonlinear regime, the emission’s duration changes at
different fluences owing to variations in the opacity. The
effects of nonlinearity became apparent at 1.5×105 J/cm2.
Figure 6 shows the result of modifying the photon energy of
the incoming x rays. The lowest fluorescence profile FWHM
occurred at an incident photon energy of 9.1 keV, where
the incident beam completely avoided the resonance. These
results indicate the beam’s photon energy could be adjusted to
minimize fluorescence duration.

FIG. 6. (a) Transmission and (b) fluorescence durations for an
incident beam of varying photon energy and 7 fs FWHM. At 9
keV, fluorescence is prolonged by the resonant K–M transition. The
resonance does not extend to 9.1 keV, causing the fluorescence signal
to become temporally shorter. See the Supplemental Material [21] for
full spectra comparison.

The optical efficiency expected from these two beam re-
duction techniques is presented for fluences where we expect
the most significant pulse reduction. In the case of transmis-
sion, we calculated an efficiency of around 0.28–0.46 (based
on the number of photons or intensity) for fluences between
2 and 3×105 J/cm2 at 9 keV photon energy. The efficiency
values are comparable with transmittance measured by Inoue
et al. [8] of around 0.31–0.33. For the fluorescence, we com-
puted an efficiency of 0.0054–0.0077 (based on the number
of photons or intensity) with a 3.5×105 J/cm2 incident beam
and 9.1 keV photon energy.

C. Limitations of the model

We are interested in changes to the radiation and cop-
per’s electronic population along the beam’s trajectory. The
collisional-radiative code distributes radiation according to
the equation of radiative transfer with an assumed infinite
speed of light. A 9 keV x-ray beam incident at the front of
a cold copper sample then instantly appears along the entire
thickness, but with local magnitudes reduced due to absorp-
tion by the intervening material. Emission induced by the
absorption is one or two orders of magnitude smaller than the
incident beam and has a diminished impact on copper’s state.
Compared to a model that follows the speed of light, we ex-
pect the approximate treatment of the radiation to minimally
influence the radiation landscape and state of the material. A
graphical description of instant propagation is found in the
Supplemental Material [21].

The collisional-radiative code also assumes photoionized
electrons instantly thermalize. The energy distribution, which
would otherwise be comprised of a thermal and nonthermal
contribution [27], remains Maxwellian. As a consequence,
the model predicts a greater number of electrons at a higher
temperature than the thermal component of a model with a bi-
modal distribution. Primary ejected electrons cause a cascade
of electron impact events that determine electronic, optical,
and radiative material changes. For copper, the absolute col-
lision ionization cross section grows with increased electron
temperature, peaking at approximately 40–50 eV, and falls
slowly at larger temperatures [28]. Highly energetic electrons
(>80 eV) are likely to ionize from deep valance shells, while
lower-energy electrons ionize from outer valance shells [29].
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The average electron temperature in a typical simulation per-
formed in this study can reach several hundreds of eV. For the
first few femtoseconds, our simulations could underestimate
the secondary ionization of deep valence states, while overes-
timating outer valence electron ionization. When the electron
temperature reaches several hundred eV the simulations could
underestimate the outer valence electron ionization. The shift
in the resonant state is sensitive to the ionization level of
the system [25]. To fully evaluate the effects of electron
impact ionization it is necessary to compare results with
collisional-radiative codes that evolve the nonthermal electron
distribution [30–32].

The screened-hydrogenic atomic model is constructed with
data obtained in the isolated atom approximation and requires
modifications for application in high-density plasma. The en-
vironment shifts the energy levels and changes the ionization
balance, captured in our simulations with the Ecker-Kröll
(EK) [33] ionization potential depression (IPD) description.
Measurement of Kα emission in solid aluminum for varying
ionization states supports the use of EK [34,35], but He-like
and H-like emission on the same material at higher temper-
atures agrees with a model developed by Stewart and Pyatt
(SP) [36,37]. Recent spectroscopy studies on high-pressure
copper-doped plastic comparing EK and SP demonstrated dis-
agreement in Kα emission and 1s–2p absorption features [38].
Fully quantum-mechanical strategies [38–41] more appropri-
ately match experimental aspects of IPD. These advancements
have not yet produced simple-enough continuum-lowering
models to apply to the nonequilibrium state collisional ra-
diative simulations. In the case of low-temperature XFEL
conditions, ionized electrons are less delocalized and con-
tribute more to the screening than assumed in simple theories,
which appears to agree more closely with the particular EK
version used in collisional-radiative modeling [34,42].

III. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

We find that exposure to high-ionizing radiation on a thin
copper sample can be used to temporally decrease the duration
of an x-ray pulse via transmission and fluorescence. Starting
with a 7 fs FWHM beam at 9 keV, we found approximately a
3 fs reduction in transmission. Opacity calculations revealed
saturable absorption was partially responsible for the temporal
reduction. At sufficiently high intensities shifts in the K–M
resonant excitation turned the copper plasma opaque, causing
an early transmission termination. The K–M shift also caused
extended fluorescence with longer FWHM than the incident
beam. By increasing the photon energy we escaped this reso-
nance and achieved as much as a 2 fs reduction in fluorescence
at 8006 eV.

We propose the present work can be expanded in three
ways.

(1) We hypothesize a two-color scheme, above and below
the Cu K edge with femtosecond time delay, can be used to
control the transmission profile FWHM and enhance photon
yield. The first signal above the edge could trigger a shift in
the resonant transition, while the second beam could propa-
gate largely unattenuated until the K–M resonance crosses its
path.

(2) An approach to reach shorter profile durations is to use
a copper alloy to decrease the time it takes for the resonant

K–M transition to shift to higher energies. For example, nickel
has a higher Auger-Meitner yield and can strongly interact
with Cu Kα. A Cu-Ni mixture augments the number of elec-
trons available for electron collision ionization, potentially
reaching a high degree of ionization in copper faster.

(3) We can study the effects of modifying the x-ray interac-
tion with matter on saturable absorption by either increasing
the beam’s photon energy to induce a doubly ionized core
(decay channels might be different) or by utilizing nanostruc-
tured targets [43]. Controlling x-ray absorption in neon with
an optical laser has been reported in the literature [44].

The short pulses predicted in this work or with the
above-proposed approaches could be useful for incoherent
diffraction imaging of metalloproteins, where the speckle pat-
tern visibility inversely depends on the number of coherent
intervals of the fluorescing atoms [45]. Signal reaching the
detector from a single exposure with FWHM will contain
approximately FWHM/τc number of modes, where τc is the
fluorescence coherence time [7]. A shorter pulse can help pre-
serve contrast in the speckle pattern by reducing the number
of modes.

IV. METHODS

We performed one-dimensional nonlocal thermodynamic
equilibrium (NLTE) simulations with collisional-radiative
code CRETIN v_02_20 [42] and a screened-hydrogenic model
(SHM) based on principal quantum numbers. We included
solid-density effects via electron degeneracy and continuum
lowering to describe a solid to plasma transition. We recorded
time-varying radiative properties (opacities and emissivities),
material properties (temperature, densities, population states),
and detailed radiation spectra. The physical choices presented
in this section were made through commands inside the code
and their implementation can be found in [42,46]. CRETIN has
been compared both with other NLTE codes [47] and with
experiments that study warm dense matter originating from
the interaction of proteins, water, and metals with soft and
hard XFEL beams [48–50].

As a starting configuration, we defined copper as a de-
generate and strongly coupled plasma with a fixed density
of 8.96 g/cm3 and temperature of 0.025 eV (290 K); see
the Supplemental Material [21] for the time evolution of the
plasma state based on the degeneracy and Coulomb param-
eters. At standard temperature and pressure, solid copper is
treated on average as a pseudonoble gas electronic configura-
tion [Ar]3d10 with its 4s electron occupying the conduction
band. We modeled this band by placing one electron per
atom in the continuum. We fixed the plasma starting thermal
conductivity to match the copper conductivity at 20 ◦C and
1 bar of 3.86×107 ergs/cm2/s [53]. Simulations ran for 60
fs in dynamic steps of ≈0.5 fs. Cold opacities are directly
calculated from the atomic model.

A. Collisional-radiative algorithm

The collisional-radiative algorithm solves atomic kinetics,
radiation transport, density, and temperature equations. For
NLTE conditions, the radiation depends on knowledge of the
populations, which in turn are modified by the radiation, and
the solution is reached self-consistently [54]. The kinetics
evaluation uses the extant conditions and radiation field to
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establish the material properties, including electron density.
Radiation transfer using these properties updates the radiation
fields. The atomic kinetics plus radiation transfer supplies
heating rates to calculate temperatures. The updated tempera-
tures, densities, and radiation fields influence the kinetics and
the loop repeats iteratively until all quantities converge.

a. Atomic kinetics. CRETIN solves atomic kinetics using the
rate equation dy/dt = A y, where A is the rate matrix and y is
the population of the atomic levels [46]. The rate matrix con-
tains transitions for processes included in the atomic model,
which are adjusted based on the density, electron distribution,
and incident radiation field. The sample is divided into nodes
where atomic kinetics are determined independently based
on the local environment [46]. In these simulations, material
does not move between nodes and energy exchange is accom-
plished via radiation transport and thermal conduction [46].
The populations dictate opacities and emissivities, which are
passed as inputs to the radiation transfer algorithm.

b. Radiation transfer. CRETIN keeps track of the changing
energy landscape with a radiative transfer equation that, for a
frequency ν-dependent field Iν traveling over a straight path s
through the sample, is written as dIν/dτν = Iν − Sν [54]. Here
Sν ≡ jν/αν is the source function defined as the ratio between
the emissivity jν and extinction coefficient αν of the sample
and τν is the optical depth along the infinitesimal path ds
defined as dτ ≡ −α ds [54]. The radiative transfer treatment
covers the total solid angle by including paths in multiple
directions and using the symmetries inherent in the geome-
try, which for one dimension becomes a “long characteristic”
method.

For numerical efficiency, radiation is handled using inde-
pendent energy spaces with unique grid sizes and ranges.
A continuum space is used to evaluate photoionization and
photoexcitation integrals that couple to the atomic kinetics and
a spectral space is used to construct high-resolution spectra
based on real-time plasma conditions [42]. To reduce com-
putational demands on the continuum integrals, we defined
a coarse mesh over the photon energy range 0.1 eV–10 keV.
We identified optically thick transitions and checked the con-
tinuum adequately matched the opacity spectrum. See the
Supplemental Material [21] for details. A formal solution to
the radiation transfer problem for continuum was obtained
using the Feautrier formalism [55]. We considered Stark
broadening effects when generating the spectra. To model
self-absorption, we used escape factors that interpolate be-
tween tabulated values [56] valid for a static material and
the Sobolev limit applicable to fast-expanding material. We
also included Compton scattering with a 1 + cos(θ )2 dipole
angular dependence.

c. Temperature evolution. The free electrons and ions
follow a Maxwellian distribution with temperatures evolved
from the coupled differential equations

dTe

dt
= 2

3 ne

[
Ra + d

dx

(
κe

dTe

dx

)]
− Te

ne

dne

dt

+ γei(Ti − Te ) + Se, (1)

dTi

dt
= γie(Te − Ti ) + Si, (2)

where Te and Ti are the electron and ion temperatures, ne

is the local electron density, Ra is the heating rate from
atomic kinetics, κe is the electron thermal conductivity, γei

is the electron-ion coupling, and Se and Si are electron and
ion source functions for laser absorption and other processes
[46]. This formulation focuses on the energy content of the
free electron distribution, rather than the total energy content
of the plasma. The atomic heating rate includes electron-
or photon-induced ionization or recombination, electron col-
lisional excitations or deexcitation, autoionization, electron
capture, and bremsstrahlung [46]. We used electron ther-
mal conduction coefficients by Lee and More [57] with a
solid-density asymptote, included via a linear conduction
term in the temperature equations. Collisions in plasma are
mediated by short- and long-distance interactions (hard and
soft collisions). The relative cross sections between these
two collisional modes are specified by the Coulomb loga-
rithm from Brown and Singleton [58], which also controls
bremsstrahlung and laser absorption. We do not include a non-
thermal electron distribution. As a consequence, photoejected
electrons (folded in the heating rate) instantly thermalize with
the continuum.

B. Screened hydrogenic data

A good description of energy levels and transition rates
dictates the accuracy of material properties, radiation trans-
port, and spectroscopic features. A problem-specific model
based on self-consistent quantum calculations requires a very
significant computational effort to construct, particularly if
highly ionized and multiply excited states are required, while
a general SHM requires much less time to construct and
maintains good accuracy for the intended application if in-
clusive of all configurations involved in the atomic kinetics to
produce accurate spectra [59,60]. However, using any single
set of screening coefficients produces systematic inaccuracies
in level energies which become worse around closed shell
ions. A SHM for copper using multiple quantum numbers
for all possible ionization states can yield a large number
of transitions that quickly becomes incomputable. We lim-
ited ourselves to generating data based on principal quantum
number (PQN) N following methods described by Scott and
Hansen [22] and from a convergence study summarized in the
Supplemental Material [21].

We defined N = 24 energy levels for each charge state
using screening constants from More [61], scaled to match
ionization energies from quantum calculations by Liberman
et al. [62], and allowed a maximum of five possible excitations
to the highest N . We also split photoinduced bound-bound
transitions between PQNs for up to N = 6 for each atomic
state and applied an additional width over each transition to
represent fine structure details. Scott and Hansen [22] showed
the above approach improves the accuracy and distribution
of transition energies for xenon resulting in similar spectra
compared to that obtained from more sophisticated models.

Rates from photon, electron, and ion collisions are also
part of the atomic model. Relevant processes included are
(1) photon- or electron-induced ionization and recombination,
(2) photon- or electron-induced excitation and deexcitation,
and (3) autoionization and electron capture. CRETIN computes
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photoinduced transitions and ionizations based on oscillator
strengths from screening constants. We used collisional ex-
citation rates from JJATOM [63], collisional ionizations from
Golden and Sampson [64], and autoionization from Chung
et al. [65]. Rates are influenced by the radiation field and
free-electron density. Finally, we included ionizations via the
collision of slow-moving highly charged ions with neutral
atoms using a classical overbarrier charge exchange model
[66].

C. Solid density effects

The atomic data used in CRETIN was derived for low den-
sity plasmas and is most readily applied with Maxwellian
electron distributions to calculate transition rates and material
properties. At low temperatures and solid density, electrons
instead follow a Fermi-Dirac distribution Fe. Degeneracy ef-
fects are included in the code in the following manner. Free
electron density and pressure expressions model a degenerate
electron gas. Collisional excitation rates are modified with a
simple multiplier which closely captures degeneracy effects
[67]. Transitions that involve free electrons, such as collisional
ionization, require Pauli-blocking factors P(ε) = 1 − Fe(ε)
based on electronic occupation [67]. Simple multipliers avail-
able for three-body recombination rates are not accurate and
can be replaced with numerical integrations. However, the
impact of these corrections is usually quite small, so we have
used the simpler treatment.

The atomic data is defined for an isolated atom, where we
expect the number of energy levels based on PQNs for each
charge state to grow large near the ionization boundary [67].
If we now consider the environment, the energy required to
ionize a bound electron is lowered by the electrostatic poten-
tial of neighboring atoms and free electrons. The existence
of Coulomb interactions also modifies the free energy which
generally contributes to a negative pressure [67]. Continuum
lowering cuts the number of available PQN states and shifts
rates, thus altering the opacity and thermodynamics of the sys-
tem [34]. We employed the Ecker and Kröll [33] continuum
lowering model and motivate our choice based on experimen-

tal findings that measured the ionization state of solid-density
aluminum from K-α fluorescence emission [34,68]. Ecker and
Kröll have been shown to successfully estimate continuum
lowering in high-charged states and predict K-edge shifts
under conditions similar to those in these experiments [40,69].

The effect of continuum lowering can change dynami-
cally during the simulation. The code gradually reduces each
atomic level’s statistical weight W using a smooth function.
To calculate the lowering weight on each charge state, the
code employs the expression

W = exp

[
�Emax − �E

�Emax

]γ

. (3)

Here �Emax represents the energy that is needed to make the
state disappear and �E is the degeneracy lowering calculated
for the current plasma conditions. The predicted ionization
states at various temperatures depends on degeneracy and
continuum lowering [70]. The parameter γ was set to 2 and
the calculation of �E used an ion sphere model that matched
copper’s conduction band at low temperature and solid den-
sity.
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